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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper is a natural continuation of work by the first author on 
generalized Fischer spaces [S] and work by the second author [ 12-141 on 
unrestricted 3-transposition groups. 
Bernd Fischer [8,9] initiated the study of groups generated by a con- 
jugacy class of 3-transpositions-a class of elements of order 2 whose 
pairwise products always have order 1,2, or 3. Two such involutions 
which have product of order 3 generate a symmetric group of degree 3, 
S~VYZ,, all three of whose involutions belong to the class. We call a group 
a 3-transposition group if it is generated by a conjugacy class of 
3-transpositions. 
The diagram of a set of 3-transpositions is the graph with the members 
of the set as nodes, two such adjacent precisely when their product has 
order 3. A simply laced spherical Dynkin diagram gives a presentation 
for the associated Weyl group in terms of members of a conjugacy class of 
3-transpositions, the reflections on the root lattice. In particular, the trans- 
positions of the symmetric group provide the motivating example of a class 
of 3-transpositions. 
Fischer classified all finite groups generated by a class of 3-transpositions 
under the assumption that the identity is the only solvable subgroup. He 
found the transvection generated subgroups of sympletic groups over 
GI;(Z) (in particular, the symmetric groupsj, the transvection subgroups of 
unitary groups over GF(4), the orthogonal reflection groups over GF(3), 
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and three sporadic examples (or live, counting two triality groups). This 
paper is in part concerned with extending his characterization of the 
orthogonal reflection groups over GF(3) to include groups which may be 
infinite and may have solvable normal subgroups. 
Starting with the 3-transposition class D, we define the partial linear 
space (D, 9) whose points are the members of D and whose lines are the 
subgroups Synz, generated by noncommuting members of D. This gives us 
an example of a Fischer space, as defined by Francis Buekenhout [2]. 
A Fischer space is a partial linear space in which all lines have three points 
and the following axiom holds: 
Every pair of intersecting lines generates a subspace isomorphic 
either to a dual affine plane of order 2 or to an affine plane of 
order 3. 
That this axiom holds in the 3-transposition example is a consequence of 
the fact that any connected diagram on 3 nodes is either the spherical 
diagram A, or the afline diagram a2. Thus two intersecting Syn3 sub- 
groups generate either a symmetric group of degree 4, Sp, or a central 
quotient of 3 ’ + ’ : Z, rr. SU,(2)‘. (See [9, (1.6)].) Note that the diagram of 
the 3-transposition class is precisely the collinearity graph of the Fischer 
space. 
It was observed by Buekenhout that Fischer spaces and 3-transposition 
groups are essentially coextensive. Every Fischer space has a canonical 
automorphism group which is a 3-transposition group with trivial center 
whose associated Fischer space is the original one. Two 3-transposition 
groups give the same Fischer space precisely when they are isomorphic 
modulo their centers. Thus the studies of Fischer spaces and of 
3-transposition groups with trivial center are identical. The goal is to find 
and classify all examples. 
In [12, 131 the second author characterized those center-free 
3-transposition groups such that affine planes of order 3 do not occur 
within the associated Fischer space. These 3-transposition groups are 
said to have synpletic type as they arise as the subgroups generated by 
sympletic transvections on GF(2)-spaces of possibly infinite dimension. 
Attention thus shifts to situations where affine planes of order 3 do occur. 
If x is an affine plane composed of 3-transpositions and d is a further 
3-transposition, then the centralizer of d in the subgroup (rc) if of course 
a subgroup itself. If the centralizer contains more than a line, then it is 
all of (rc). Therefore lC(d)nnl =O, 1, 3, or 9. The first author [S] has 
studied generalized Fischer spaces, partial linear spaces which satisfy a 
weakened form of the above axiom. In particular he considered those 
generalized Fischer spaces which have the following. 
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Property (P). For all planes rc and all points n$ rc, we have 
IC(d)nnl# 1. 
Among the examples of Fischer spaces mentioned above, those which 
satisfy Property (P) are the ones associated with orthogonal reflection 
groups over GF(3). Therefore we shall say that a Fischer space or 
3-transposition group which contains afline planes and satisfies property 
(P) is of orthogonal type. Note that because they contain no afline planes, 
groups of sympletic type satisfy Property (P) vacuously. 
Let ( V’, Q) be an orthogonal space over GF(3)-l’ a GF(3)-vector space 
and Q a quadratic form defined on t’. The full isometry group of (V, Q) 
is the orthogonal group 0( V, Q). It contains two conjugacy classes of 
reflections, one containing those reflections ru whose reflection center 
V(r,,- 1) = (0) has Q(o) = 1 and the other containing those reflections 
r, whose center has Q(L)) = - 1. Each reflection class is a class of 
3-transpositions. We say that the reflections of the first class have +-type 
and those of the second class have --type. We denote by ‘Q( V, Q) the 
subgroup of 0( V, Qj generated by all reflections of y-type. We usually con- 
centrate on classes of +-type. We can do this without loss because 
-52( V, Q) is canonically isomorphic to +52( V, -Q). The central quotient 
of +sZ( V, Q) is +PsZ( V, Q). 
If we map each reflection r. of +-type to its center (v) in V, then we 
have an embedding of the Fischer space in V (or, strictly speaking, in the 
associated projective space PV) whose points are the nonsingular l-spaces 
of +-type. A line of the Fischer space spans a 2-space of V which is 
degenerate under the restriction of Q. It contains the three nonsingular 
l-spaces of the line plus a singular l-space in the radical of the 2-space. 
Projectively, the line is a tangent to the quadric in PV associated with Q. 
It is convenient to subdivide the class of 3-transposition groups G of 
orthogonal type further. We let 9% (for Lines Centralized) be the set of all 
affine planes rc of G which satisfy the following: 
For each line 1 of rc, there is a 3-transposition d with 
C(d)nx=l. 
An afline plane of the Fischer space embedded in (V, Q) will not belong 
to 5% precisely when it contains a line tangent to the radical of (V, Q). In 
particular, (V, Q) is nondegenerate if and only if all afline planes belong 
to P??. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a 3-transposition group of orthogonal type such 
that every ajjjine plane of G belongs to 2%. Then G/Z(G) is isomorphic to 
+ PsZ( V, Q), for some nondegenerate quadratic form Q on the GF( 3 )-space V 
of dimension at least 5, and the class of 3-transpositions is the reflection class 
of + -type. 
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THEOREM 2. Let G be a 3-transposition group of orthogonal type. 
Assume that G contains an affine plane belonging to Y@ but that not all 
affine planes of G belong to 959. Then G = G/Z(G) has a nontrivial normal 
elementary abelian 3-subgroup fi such that one of the following is true: 
(1) G/ii? is isomorphic to +sZ( V, Q), for some nondegenerate quad- 
ratic form Q on the GF(3)space V of dimension at least 5. The module & 
is a direct sum of copies of the natural module V> and the extension of I@ b)* 
+SZ( V, Q) is split. 
(2) G/&7 is isomorphic to ‘D;(3) or Z,. ‘Q;(3). Each irreducible 
section of the module fi is a natural module GF(3)’ or GF(3)6, respectively, 
for zl/FI; and the extension splits. 
(3) G/B is isomorphic to +R;(3) or +52;(3). The module fi is a 
direct sum of copies of the natural module GF(3)? or GF(3)‘, respectively. 
Conversely, any group c as in (1 )-( 3 ) is generated bll a unique conjugacy 
class of 3-transpositions of orthogonal type, the class of reflection preimages. 
The unexplained notation of Theorem 2 will be discussed in Section 7. 
In the first theorem we find only the expected nondegenerate orthogonal 
groups. In the second theorem, the generic case in (1). These groups are 
essentially the groups +SZ( v, Q), where the form & is degenerate on I? The 
nondegenerate space (V, Q) comes from the form induced by & on the 
quotient of p by its radical. 
Note that Theorem 1 allows the possibility that G/Z(G) is generated by 
a second class of 3-transpositions of orthogonal type, the +-reflections on 
some different orthogonal space (p, 0). This can in fact happen. The 
groups 1PsZ2,(3) are generated by two distinct conjugacy classes of 
3-transpositions of orthogonal type. See (7.3) below. 
The exceptions in Theorem 2 are genuine. Case (3) must arise because 
nonsplit extensions 37 . ‘a; (3) and 3’ . + n; (3) arise as 3-transposition 
3-local subgroups of the sporadic groups Fi,, and the Monster (see [3]). 
Our splitting results are produced by examination of local subgroups, and 
those arguments prove that the reducible, indecomposable modules which 
appear in (2) must exist in order for the nonsplit extensions of (3) to exist. 
In this paper we shall not discuss groups of orthogonal type in which 
LP8 is empty. For such a group G, the quotient G/B(G) is of sympletic type, 
where B(G j is the normal subgroup defined in Section 2 below. Therefore 
the groups with P’%? empty behave more like groups of sympletic type than 
orthogonal. Study of them is postponed to a later date. 
We next give a brief discussion of the paper and its contents. After this 
first introductory section, there is a section discussing certain basic proper- 
ties of 3-transposition groups. We concentrate on those properties related 
to the existence of normal 3-subgroups. A certain amount of care is taken 
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to make sure that the results apply to infinite groups as well as finite ones. 
In this section we also discuss the group theoretic implications of our 
geometric hypotheses. In the third section we present a theorem which 
basically shows that a 3-transposition group of reflections over GF(3) must 
be a subgroup of some orthogonal group. 
The next four sections are devoted to the proof of Theorem 1. The first 
of these studies the geometry of a Fischer space of orthogonal type. The 
defining property (P) allows the construction of a partial parallel relation 
on the lines of the space. The subgroup generated by the lines of a parallel 
class is seen to act in a highly transitive manner on the entire space. In fact, 
this class should be all the tangent lines of type + through a fixed singular 
point of the underlying quadric. The group generated by these lines should 
then be the parabolic subgroup stabilizing that point. In the next section 
we identify this group as being abstractly isomorphic to such a parabolic 
by using the result on reflection groups proved in Section 3. In the sixth 
section, the transitivity results proved earlier allow us to prove that the 
“abstract parabolic subgroup” can be uniquely extended to the whole 
group, which is therefore revealed as (up to a center) an orthogonal group 
generated by reflections. 
Section 7 contains some technical results on orthogonal reflection groups 
over GF(3) which were not needed earlier but are used in the linal section 
for the proof of Theorem 2. The paper closes with a brief appendix giving 
three group representations of use at several points in the paper. 
Portions of these results, and particularly of Theorem 1, were known 
before or can be found as a part of recent, more extensive work. In par- 
ticular, as early as 1982, Ernie Shult Cl.51 noted that property (P) allows 
the construction of a parallel relation on lines, and that using this relation 
a finite 3-transposition group of orthogonal type which is “nondegenerate” 
(as in Theorem 1 j can be seen to act on a polar space. Some of the 
arguments in Shult’s work were similar to ones appearing later in his joint 
paper with Cohen on afline polar spaces [4]. That paper was in turn 
extended by Cuypers and Pasini [6], from whose results a version of 
Theorem 1, including the infinite groups, can be extracted. Also portions of 
our work on Theorem 2 overlap with results from the unpublished thesis of 
F. Zara [19]. 
Unlike several of these other papers, our work in no way rests upon any 
of the difficult classification results for polar spaces. In particular, our proof 
of Theorem 1, the nondegenerate case, is self contained and elementary. 
General properties of polar spaces play an important role in Section 4, but 
the actual spaces can be identified using only the result on reflection groups 
given in Section 3. 
Much of the basic group theory and geometry used in this paper can be 
found in the books by Aschbacher [1] and Dieudonnk [7]. 
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Throughout this section we let the group G be generated by the 
conjugacy class D of 3-transpositions. Observe that the diagram of D 
has diameter at most 2. Indeed a path of length r? in the diagram is a 
subdiagram of type A,, and so generates a subgroup IV(A,,) Y Syin,, i. 
Any two members of D in this subgroup lie in a diagram of type A,, and 
so have distance at most 2 in D. For d in the class D, the neighbors of d 
in the diagram are the members of the set A, composed of all elements e 
with ldel = 3. The members of D at distance 2 from d belong to the set D, 
composed of all elements e with ldel = 2. 
We write d6e if D,= D,. Set de = (e E D 1 doe>; 8(d) = (ef 1 eQdOf >; and 
Q(G) = (B(d) I de D), a normal subgroup of G. The set of de equals the set 
II’</ as defined by Fisher [9, (2.1.4)]. He showed that (at least for finite 
groups) B(G) = 1 precisely when O,(G) is central in G. Indeed, for finite G, 
Fisher proved 6(G)= [O,(G), G]. In the terminology of Weiss [lg], 
Q(G) = 1 precisely when the complement of the diagram of D is 3-reduced. 
(2.1) PROPOSITION. We have Z(G)=Z,(G), and DndZ(G)=d, for 
dED. 
Proof. See [9, (2.1.1)]. 
(2.2) LEMMA. ( 1) For each pair of distinct e, f E de, (e, f ) z Sym, and 
D n (e, f ) c da. That is, da is a linear space. 
(2) For all e E D - D,, we have 
da = do”’ = d”cG’ = D n d&G). 
Proof (1) As e $ D, = D,, we have lef I = 3. Furthermore 
D, = (De)‘= CDJ = D,; 
so efe Ed’. 
(2) Suppose eE D n de(G). Then deco(G), and if /de1 = 3 then 
e E daCH). If ldel = 2, choose an f with (d, e, f > z Sym,. (We can do this as 
the diagram of D has diameter 2.) Within this Sym, there is a conjugate of 
de which exchanges d and e, so again e E doi’). Thus da”’ 2 D n dB(G), and 
as 8(G) is normal in G we have equality. 
If eE D,, then de D-,, for all fee; so dalG)= <de”’ / e=dor ldel = 3). 
Thus it only remains to prove that ds = da(‘) when d= e or Idel = 3. If 
B(d) = 1, there is nothing to prove. If e E da, e # d, then B(d) n (d, e) maps 
A to e; so de = dscd’ E decG’. 
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Now suppose that Jdej = 3 with de #e”, and set z = ede. Also choose 
J’E~’ with f #d. The line I, = {d,f, dfd} is within de, so the line 
I, = 1: = {zdz, zfz, zdfdz} = (e, fedef, defed > 
is within e’. Then (e . zfz) d 8(e) is transitive on I,. So f E de@‘, and 
d”sdeie’. To prove containment in the other direction, lirst note that 
(df ) is transitive on I,. And df is an arbitrary generator of O(d), we find 
eecd) c ee. Conjugating again by z, we have deCe’s A’, as required. 
(2.3) PROPOSITION. Set G= G/O(G). Assume that ICI #2. Suppose 
further that, if 4 z E d +vith 1 &I = 3, then c = (Dd, 0,). Then the quotient 
e(G)/tl(G) n Z(G) is an elementary abelian 3-group. 
ProoJ By (2.1) we may assume that Z(G) = 1. Clearly whenever 
l&Y = ldel = 2 we have [e(d), O(e)] = 1. If instead l&l = ldel = 3, then by 
(2.2)(2) we have [O(d), O(e)] <<(d)n O(e); and this is centralized by 
(Dd, D,-) = G. Thus 1 = Z(G) 3 B(d) n O(e) > [O(dj. 8(e)]. Therefore 8(d) 
is centralized by (0(e) I e” # d”). Since ICI # 2, this last group is in fact 
8(G j. Therefore f3( G j is abelian and generated by elements of order 3. 
Remark. Proposition 2.3 is very similar to results stated by Zara 
[ 19, Chap. V]. In particular it can be used to prove that e( G)/8( G j n Z(G) 
must be elementary abelian whenever G/e(G) is not symmetric [19, 5.201. 
Zara has constructed examples of 3-transposition groups G with G/8(G) 
finite symmetric in which 8(G) = O,(G) has class 4. 
The assumption of Theorem 1 that all planes belong to JYLPO is, in fact, 
equivalent to the assumption that QGj = 1. The next lemma proves one 
half of the equivalence, the other half being provided by (4.2). 
(2.4) LEMMA. If the plane 71 belongs to YW‘, then .for distinct d, e E x Ive 
have ds # es. 
ProoJ Let I, be the line of rr on d, e, and let I2 be a second line of rc 
which contains d but not e. If a ED - rc with C,(a) = 12, then a E Dd but 
aeD,. Thus e$d’. 
We close the section with a discussion of the group theoretic content of 
our geometric restrictions on the affine planes of G. 
(2.5) LEMMA. Let n be an affine plane of the Fischer space associated 
bvith the 3-transposition class D of G. Let d be a member of D not in 7c, and 
set H= (d, n). 
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(1) The subgroup (z) is isomorphic to 31f2: Z, = SU,(2)! of order 
54 or its central quotient (Z, x Z;): Z, of order 18. 
(2) rf IC(d)n7el = 1, then H is isomorphic to 21f6: SU,(2)’ or its 
central quotient 26: SU,(2)‘. 
(3) If IC(d)nxl =3, then H is isomorphic to 33: Sym,, the quotient 
of the affine Weyl group W(.J,) bJ> 3 times its normal lattice. 
Proof. For (1 ), see [9, (1..5)]. 
For (2), assume that (n) is generated by the three elements a, b. c of 
D with C(d) n rc = 6. The diagram of the set {a, 6, c, d> is then 
b d 
and we have the additional relations 
(acb)3 = (a’d)3 = (ahrdj3 = 1. 
Therefore H is 21f6: SU,(2)’ or its central quotient 26: SU,(2)’ by 
[13, (A.3)] or by [16, 17, 191. 
In (3), again let (n ) be generated by a, b, c, but now assume that 
the subgroup(C(d)nrr)=(a,b). Then H=(dcacd,b,c,d), and this 
generating set has diagram of type 2,. Therefore H is a quotient of the 
affine Weyl group W(d,). As H is also a 3-transposition group, this forces 
(see [13, Sect. 21) the group H either to be Wx(a3) c 33: S~inz,, as claimed, 
or to be a quotient of Wr(..?,) 1 23: SJVZ,. As the latter group contains no 
affine planes, this proves (3). 
Property (Pj states that, in a 3-transposition group of orthogonal type, 
the possibility (2) of the lemma never occurs. The group 2l +6: SU,(Z) is 
the transvection (i.e., 3-transposition j generated subgroup of a transvection 
centralizer in SU,(2 j. Therefore, among the groups not of sympletic type, 
Property (P) isolates the orthogonal groups from those of unitary of 
sporadic type. 
In a 3-transposition group of orthogonal type, a 3-transposition which is 
external to and only centralizes a part of the plane 7~ in fact centralizes 
exactly a line of rc. The plane and the 3-transposition then generate a sub- 
group 33: Qnz4. If n belongs to YV, even more is true. Not only does 
n lie in a subgroup 33 : Sym, of G: but, for every line 1 of rr, there 
is a 3-transposition subgroup H z 33 : Qm, containing 7c where also (I j 
intersects O,(H) nontrivially. 
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Note that if we are in cases (2) or (3), then (7~) is 3l +2: Z, or order 54. 
Thus if for some afline plane rc of G we find that (rc ) z (2, x Z,) : Z,, 
then all the members of 7c belong to the same O-class in G. This was first 
observed by Zara [19]. 
3. 3-TRANsPosITIoNs AND REFLECTIONS 
In this section we consider 3-transposition groups G whose 
3-transpositions act as reflections on a GF(3)G-module. The aim of this 
section is to prove the following. 
(3.1) THEOREM. Let G be a group generated by a normal set D of 
3-transpositions such that the elements of D act as reflections on 
GF(3)Gmodule V= [V, G]. Then the map q which takes each reflection 
center for D to 1 E GF(3) extends uniquely to a G-invariant quadratic form 
Q on V. 
Here,forgEG, [V,g]=V(g-ljand [V,g]=([V,g]IgEG). 
The following result will be useful in the proof of the theorem. 
(3.2) PROPOSITION. Let G be a group generated bJ> a normal set D of 
3-transpositions and M a GF(3)Gmodule in which [M, d] n [M, e] = 0 for 
all d, e E D lvith e # d. Then in any extension 
the normal set D composed of all involutions in K which are preimages of 
elemerzts of D is a set of 3-transpositions. 
ProoJ: For all d, e E D, d # e and the preimages 2, & E 8 of d respectively 
e we have (26)’ or (L&)~ in [M, d] n [M, e] =O. 
A reflection on V is an element of order two with one eigenvalue - 1 and 
all other eigenvalues 1. If r is a reflection, then its center is the l-space 
[V, r] = V(r - 1 j and its axis is the hyperplane C,(r). 
(3.3) COROLLARY. Let G be a group generated by a normal set D of 
3-transpositions whose elements are reflections on the GF(3)G-space V= 
[V, G], distinct reflections having distinct centers. Then K = (aiEr V): G is 
also a 3-transposition group, elements of D being 3-transpositions in K. 
For the remainder of this section, assume that G is a group generated by 
the normal set D of 3-transpositions such that the elements of D act as 
reflections on the GF(3 jG-space V7= [ V, G]. 
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(3.4) LEMMA. (1) The conclusion of Theorem 3.1 Izol& if dim(V) = 1 
or 2. 
(2) The conclusion or Theorem 3.1 holds if dim( I’) = 3 and G is 
generated by 3 elements of D. 
(3) Distinct elements of D have distinct centers. 
Proo$ This can easily be checked in GL(2, 3) or GL(3, 3). In particular 
(3 ) follows easily from ( 1). 
For each element dE D let (vd) c V be the center of the reflection rd on 
V induced by d. Assume JE D with {vi 1 jE J} a basis for V. Consider the 
new GF(3)-space U with basis {zlR ) k E D -J> and set IV= lJ@ I,‘. 
For each de D define a reflection sd on W by 
axis = U@ axis 
center(s,) = ( )rd)> where We = L)<~, if d E J 
and w,=u,+t’,,ifd~D-J. 
Let H be the group generated by the set (sd 1 dE D>. As U is within the 
axis of each reflection sd, df D, it is centralized by H. Furthermore every 
reflection sd of H, dE D, induces the reflection rd on I’? l&‘/U. Hence H 
induces G on V. 
(3.5) LEMMA. T%e rejlections sd, dE D, belong to a normal set @’ 
3-transpositions in H. 
Proof. Identify G with the appropriate subgroup of the stabilizer of U 
and I’ in GL( W). Then G lifts in the stabilizer of the chain 0 < U d W to 
a subgroup (0 iE D --J vj: G = K. By Corollary 3.3 all 3-transpositions in D 
lift into a normal set of 3-transpositions of K. However, H< K and the 
reflections sd, dE D, are preimages of elements of D. Indeed, sd= r,, for all 
dE J and s,! is conjugate to rd in (sd, rd) Y S~FH~ for all de D -J. 
The basis 29 = [We ) de D} of W provides us with a map B: .% x 2 --f 
GF(3) given by 
Si(Wj) = a;+ B(lVi, lVj) lVi, i, j, E D. 
This map then extends uniquely to a bilinear form B on W with 
B(w, W) = 1, for WE 98. It follows from (3.4)(3) that for each triple i, j, k E D 
we have 
B(S,(lr)), Si(Wk)) = B(Wj, Wk). 
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As H is generated by (sd 1 dE D>, the form B is H-invariant. Furthermore 
U is centralized by Hand in the radial of B. Hence B induces a G-invariant 
quadratic form Q on I’= W/U. Here Q(ud) = B(wd, ~2~) = 1, for all d 6 D. 
That Q is uniquely determined now follows from the fact that every 
G-invariant bilinear form b is completely determined by its values b(ui, 2:) 
and that we have 
sj(uj) = zjj-2b(u,, uj)(b(ui, vi))-’ ui= ui+b(u,, uj) ui, 
for all i,j~ D. This finishes the proof of Theorem 3.1 
4. THE GEOMETRY OF ~-TRANSPOSITION GROUPS OF ORTHOGONAL TYPE 
Let G be a group generated by a conjugacy class D of 3-transpositions. 
Let 
~={<d,e)Id, eEDwith [d,e]#l) 
and 
d={(d,e,f) Ide,f~D such that 1 (d, e,f) = 18 or 54). 
The Fischer space associated to (G, D) is the partial linear space (D, Y) 
where incidence is symmetrized inclusion. The elements of & can and will 
be identified with subspaces of (D, 9) isomorphic to an afline plane of 
order 3. The elements of D, 9, respectively &“, will be called points, lines, 
respectively planes. If d and e are two elements of D then they are called 
collinear, denoted d I e, if and only if there is a line incident with both of 
them. If XE D then by X’ we denote the set {de D ( d I x for all XE X}. 
We write dl instead of {d}l for dE D. Furthermore we often identify sub- 
spaces of (D, 9) with the set of points incident with them. Finally, if dE D 
then by .9’(d), respectively d(d), we denote the set of lines, respectively 
planes, incident with d. 
For the remainder of this section we assume G to be a 3-transposition 
group of orthogonal type with O(G) = 1. 
(4.1) LEMMA. Let z E ~2 and de D - x. Then d’ n x is either empty, the 
set of points of two lines that are parallel in x or all of 7~. 
Prooj Straightforward. 
(4.2) PROPOSITION. Let dED. The space Res(d) = (9’(d), d(d)) is a 
nondegenerate polar space, and all planes are in 9%. Furthermore the set of 
planes on a fixed line is also the point set of a nondegenerate polar space. 
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ProoJ: That Res(d) is a polar space follows immediately from the above 
lemma and the observation that a point is collinear with all points on a 
line if and only if the point is coplanar with the line, i.e., there is a plane 
incident with both the point and the line. 
To prove the first statement it remains to show that Res(d) is 
nondegenerate. Suppose the contrary, and let (d, e) E 2’ be a line in the 
radical of Res(dj. Then clearly D,= D, and de E 6(G) against the assump- 
tions, a contradiction. 
Let x be a plane and 1 a line in 7~. Fix a point d in rc - 1 and let 1’ be the 
line in n: on d that is parallel to 1. Since Res(d) is a nondegenerate polar 
space there is a line 1~ on d that is coplanar with 1’ but no other line of 
7~. This implies that there is a point e on m that commutes with some point 
of 1 and no point on I’. But then the above lemma shows that I= C,(e) n ?t 
and, as 1 is an arbitrary line of 71, that 71 E 2%. 
The last statement of the proposition follows now immediately from the 
fact that in a nondegenerate polar space the residue of a point is also a 
nondegenerate polar space. 
Let I,, 1, be two lines of (D, 9). Then we write 1, / I, if and only if I, and 
1, are parallel in some plane of (D, 2’). Let 11 be the transitive extension 
of I. We say 1, is parallel to 1, if and only if 1, I/ 1,. If I is a line then the 
parallel class of 1 is denoted by [I]. 
(4.3) LEMMA. Let a ED and 1~ 9. rf a commutes with 1 then there exist 
lines I, and I2 E 2 with a E 1: and 1 1 1, 1 I,. 
Proof As D is a conjugacy class in G = (D ) the Fischer space (D, 9) 
is connected and for each point CE 1 we can find an element b with 
a J- b I c. If b I 1, then (b, 1) is a plane z of (D, 9) with I= rr n C,(a); 
so there is a line l1 E n with b E 1, 1 1 and (I,, a) a plane, as required. 
Fix a point c E 1 and a point b collinear with a and c. By the above we 
can assume that there is a de 1 n C,(b). Fix such a point d. Now let rcn, and 
7c2 be two planes chosen so that rlnq=l’ 1 ZCX, and nn, 1 Q. (Such 
planes can be found in the nondegenerate polar space of lines and planes 
on a point of 1’. j 
Then C,(a) n nn, contains 1, so either C,(a) 2 rci or there is an 
appropriate line I, E 7c,. So assume that n, c C,(a). By the same argument 
as before we can assume that rc2 c C,(a) and hence (xi, 7~~) E C,(a). Now 
choose a point e E 1’ n C,(b) andfE 7c2 n C,(E) n C,(b). Then we have the 
following diagram for the points a, b, c, d, e,f: 
d 
---k a b c e 
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where c, d, e all belong to the plane 7~~. Therefore (a, b, c, d, e, f) is a 
subgroup of G isomorphic to a quotient of Z, . +52;(3) by (A.2) of the 
appendix. 
Within this subgroup of G and its natural module GF(3)6 the lemma is 
easily checked. (Remember that the lines of the Fischer space should be the 
lines of +-type tangent to the quadric in projective orthogonal space.) 
(4.4) COROLLARY. Let dE D and I, I’ E 9. 
(1) Ifd~l’~IZ#I’then ~C,(d)nI~=Oor3and~d~nZ~=3orO. 
(2) If d is not on a line parallel to I then IC,(d) n II = 1 and 
Id1 n II= 2. 
Let I E 9. Then by d(l) we denote the set of points which lie on a line 
parallel to I. 
(4.5) COROLLARY. d(l) is a subspace of (D, &?j. 
ProoJ: For all points x, J’E d(l) we either have J’,~ =y E C,(x) or there 
exist lines I1 and I2 parallel to I with x E I, and 4’ E I, and I, 1 I, 11 . Hence 
~1” E (I,, 12) a plane entirely contained in d(l). 
(4.6) LEMMA. For each dE A(l) there is a unique line I’ 11 I with de I’. 
Prooj Suppose I, I( I 11 I, with de I, n I?. Then within the nondegenerate 
polar space Res(d) we have 1: = I:, so 1, = I,. 
It follows from the above that I induces an incidence structure on the set 
of lines parallel to I whose points are the lines parallel to 1 and whose lines 
are the planes in A(1). This space we denote by A(l)/l. 
(4.7) LEMMA. For anJv dE D - A(1) the space A(l)/1 is isomorphic to the 
subspace A(I)n C,(d) of (D, 2). The group (A(l)n C,(d)) acts tran- 
sitively on A(l)/l. Furthermore A(l)/1 is connected qf diameter 2, and the 
residue of a point (i.e., a line parallel to 1) is a nondegenerate polar space. 
ProoJ: This follows from (4.3) and (4.4). 
Fix a line 1~ $P and consider the group (A(Z)). We will study the action 
of this group on D. 
(4.8) COROLLARY. The group (d(l)) acts transitively on A(l). 
ProoJ: Since A(f) is a subspace of (D, 2) the corollary follows from the 
connectedness of A(l)/1 and hence A(1). 
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(4.9) LEMMA. Let d be a point of D - A(f). Ifx is a plane OH d that meets 
A(l), then n n A(l) is a line and there is a unique line on d in n, the line 
parallel to 71 n A(l), that does not meet A(I). 
Proof Let 7c be a plane on d meeting A(/) in a point e, Let i, be the 
unique line of [1] that contains e. Since d $ A(f) the line I, is coplanar with 
a unique line of rc on e. This line is then the unique line of z in A(/,) = A(l). 
But now it is clear that the only line in rr on d that does not meet A(l) is 
the line on d that is parallel to rr n A(Z). 
As a consequence of the above lemma we learn that the set of lines and 
planes on d which do not meet A(l) form a geometric hyperplane of Res(dj. 
That is, this set is a proper subspace of Res(d) which meets every plane on 
d in at least a line on d. This hyperplane will be denoted by B(d, [I]). 
(4.10) LEMMA. Let dE D- A(l). Then the hyperplane B(d, [I] j is a 
nondegenerate polar space. 
Proof. Suppose the contrary, and let 172 be a line in the radical of 
B(d, [I]). Then B(d, [I]) = ml. Let rni and r+ be two lines on d that meet 1. 
Since m, and n12 do meet A(l) they are not coplanar with 171 and hence 
(mi, m> z $tnz4, i= 1,2. Fix a point c on m different from d and let a, 
respectively 6, be the unique point on r~i, respectively m,, that commutes 
with c. If a and b do not commute, then both a and b are not on 1. But 
then the points 1 n r~zi and In m2 commute with cd, against the assumption 
that m E B(d, [I] j. Hence a and b commute. Therefore a, b, c, and d have 
diagram of type D4 and generate a subgroup of G isomorphic to the Weyl 
group W(D,) or its central quotient. But within this group we can find a 
line mJ on d different from m, m, , and mz that is not coplanar with ~1 and 
hence not in B(d, [I]). So nz3 meets A(1) in a point e, say. Without loss of 
generality we may assume that e commutes with c and hence with a and 
b. Then e commutes with a point on I and is collinear with another point 
on I. But that contradicts e E A(l). This proves the lemma. 
(4.11) COROLLARY. The group (A(l)) is transitive on D-A(l). 
Proof. Let d and e be two points in D-A(l) that are collinear. If 
(d, e j meets A(l) in a pointf, then di=e. If (d, e) does not meet A(l) 
then by the above lemma there is a plane n on (d, e) that meets A(Z). By 
Lemma 4.9 the plane rc meets A(l) in a line, and (d, e} is the only line in 
rr not meeting A(l). But then (A(l) n 7~) acts transitively on (d, e). Hence, 
to prove the corollary it suffices to show that D - A(l) is connected. Let d 
and e be two noncollinear points of D-A(l). Then there is a point f on 1 
that does not commute with both d and e. But then d/‘is an element not 
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commuting with d and not with e, proving connectedness of D-A(Z) and 
whence the lemma. 
Let d be a fixed point of D - d(l). Then we can distinguish the following 
three different situations for e E D -A(Z), e # d. 
(1) d and e are collinear and (d, e) meets d(f); 
(2) d and e are collinear but (d, e) does not meet d(Z); 
(3) d and e commute. 
Let O,(d) denote the set of points in D-A(l) that are as in relation (i) 
above to d, iE { 1,2,3}. We show that the stabilizer (A(l)), of d in (d(Z)) 
is transitive on the sets Fi(d) for i= 1, 2, 3. 
(4.12) Lemma. The group (A(I)), is transitive on Ol(d). 
ProoJ: Let e and f be two distinct points in O,(d). Then (d, e) meets 
A(Z) in the point ed and (d, f) meets A(/) in the point f d. By Lemma 4.7 
we have that (A(l)), acts transitively on the parallel class [I] of 1. So we 
may assume that ed and f d are on 1. But then we have either that e =f or 
g = (ed)Yd commutes with d and eg =f: This proves the lemma. 
(4.13 j LEMMA. The group (A(l)), is transitive on the planes on 1. 
ProoJ: Let rrr an rc2 be two planes on I and suppose that they are not 
contained in a linear subspace of (D, 2). Let die (xi- I) n C,(d), i = 1,2; 
and let d, be the unique point on I which commutes with d. Then 
(d,, d,? d2) -N Sync, contains an element c such that d6 = d, and d; = d2. 
Hence, rcy = 7~~. But now the lemma follows as, for any two planes 7cr and 
IQ on 1, we can always find a third plane rr3 on I that is not contained in 
a linear space with either rrl and 7~~. (The planes on 1 form the point set 
of a nondegenerate polar space by (4.7).) 
(4.14) LEMMA. The group (A(l)), is transitive on G>(d). 
Let e and f be two distinct points in O,(d). Then there are planes 7c, and 
Z~ on (d, e) and (d, f ), respectively, which meet A(f) in a line. Since 
(A(l)), is transitive on the elements of [r] we can assume that both 7c, and 
rc,- meet the line 1. But by the above lemma (A(Z)), is also transitive on the 
planes on I, so we can also assume that rc, and rcY meet A(Z) in the same 
plane 7c on 1. Next, as C,(d) n 7~ is transitive on the two parallel lines in 7c 
not in C,(d), we can assume that rc, and rrf in fact meet A(l) in the same 
line and hence are the same. But then (d, e} = (d, f ). 
By (4.7) we can find a plane on 1 that is not in (1,~~ n A(f))l. Fix such 
a plane n, and a line -I’ in (Z, rr, n A(Z)) parallel to but different from I. Let 
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aE I’ n d’ and b E I’ n C,(d). Furthermore let c be the unique point on E 
commuting with d. Note that b and c also commute with e andf: Finally 
let g be a point in x1 that commutes with d and with a, b. Note that this 
points exists since the line in rci consisting of the points commuting with 
d is not parallel to 1 while the line consisting of the points that commute 
with both a and b is parallel to 1. 
Then a, b, c, d and g determine the following diagram 
d a c g  
with a, b, c coplanar in 7~~. Therefore (a, b, c, d,g) = (a, 6, c, d, e,f, g) is 
isomorphic to +0;(3) or its central quotient by (A.l). Inside this group it 
is easy to find an element of (d(Z))d which maps e to $ (Consider the 
natural module GF(3)5.) 
(4.15) LEMMA. The group (A(l))d acts transititlely on C,(d). 
ProoJ: Let e and f be two distinct points in C?,(d). We want to show 
that there is an element in (d(l)), that conjugates e to J: First we reduce 
the problem to the case where e and f are collinear. 
Suppose they are noncollinear. Let I’ be a line parallel to 1. If 
el n I’ # dl n I’ #f’ n I’ then let g be the point on I’ not collinear to d. 
Then g commutes with d but eg does not commute with f, and we have 
reduced the problem to the case where es and f do not commute. 
If d’ n I’ = el n I’ then let 12 be a point in d’ n eL n I’. Let m be a line 
through e meeting (d, h) in the point dh. By the Lemmas 4.8 and 4.9 there 
is a plane rr on I’ that meets A(m) in a line m’. But then either every point 
on m’ is collinear with e or every point on nz’ commutes with e. If all points 
on DZ’ commute with e they also commute with d” and not with h and d. 
If the points of m’ are all collinear with e they are all collinear with d”, and 
since d is not in A(m) at least one of them commutes with d. There is a 
point a on m’ that either is not collinear to d but collinear to e or is not 
collinear to e but collinear to d. Let I” be the line on a and parallel to I’. 
Then d’ n I” # el n 2”. So without loss of generality we may assume that 
e’nl’fd’nl’. But then either finI’=d’nl’ or we can reduce the 
problem to the case where e and fare collinear. 
Next assume f’ n I’ = dL n I’. By the same arguments as above there is 
a plane 7~ on I’ with f 1 n rc # di n rc. Within this plane there is a line 1, 
parallel to I with both el n I” and f’ n I” different from dL n I”. Thus 
again, using the point on I” not collinear to d, we can reduce the problem 
to the case where e and fare collinear. 
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We may now assume that e and fare collinear. If (e,f) meets A(Z) in 
a point g then ge (d(Z)), and eg =J: Thus we can assume that (e, f) does 
not meet d(Z). As before there is a plane rc on (e,f) that meets d(Z) in a 
line. If 7c n d(Z) z C,(d) then (rc n d(Z))) is transitive on the line (e, f); 
so we can assume that rc n d(Z) n C,(A) = a. Without loss of generality we 
can assume that rc meets 1. Now let 7ci be a plane on I that is not contained 
in (rc n I j’. As in the proof of the previous lemma we can find points 
a, b, c, and g in A(Z), 6, and c commuting with e and f, such that they 
together with d have the diagram 
-A- 
a b g d 
with b, c, g coplanar. Furthermore there is an element h in (e, f) that 
commutes with b. So we have 
a b s d 
where 6, c, g are again coplanar. In ( g, b, c, h ) = ( g, b, c, h, e, f ) ,z 
33: Synz4 by (2.5), we find that hbcgbcg is either e or f and so commutes 
with d. Therefore by (A.3) the group (a, b, c, d, g, h) = (a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h) 
is a quotient of +52:(3). Inside this group there is an element of (A(Z)), 
which maps e to J: (Again consider the natural module.) This proves the 
lemma. 
Combining the Lemmas 4.12, 4.14, and 4.15 we have: 
(4.16) PROPOSITION. The group (A(Z)) acts as a rank at most 4 
permutation group on the set D - A(l). 
5. IDENTIFICATION OF THE GROUP (A(Z)) 
Let G be a 3-transposition group generated by a conjugacy class D of 
3-transpositions of orthogonal type. Assume that B(G) = Z(G) = 1. Now 
consider the associated Fischer space (D, 9) and fix a line ZE 9 and a 
point dED-A(Z). Furthermore set H= (A(Z)) and V= (O(Z’) 1 I’ 11 E)= 
(ab 1 a, b E I’, where I’ 11 I). Here and throughout this section we write O(Z) 
for O,( (I)), where I is a line in 9. 
Let C=(d’EDnHI [d,d’]=l). 
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(5.1) LEMMA. (1) H= C,(d) V= CV. 
(2) V= [V, H]= [V, C]. 
(3) C,(d) = C.C,(d). 
Proqf For each line 1’ parallel to 1 we have (I’) = (O(l’), C,(cl)) and 
Q(/‘) < [V, f’]. The final statement follows from the modular law. 
(5.2) LEMMA. V is a normal elenzentar~~ abelian 3-subgroup of H bvhich 
leaves invariarzt and is transitive on each line parallel to 1. 
ProoJ: That the group V is normal in H follows directly from its defini- 
tion. Furthermore it is generated by elements of order 3 and each 6(l’) is 
transitive on I’. 
Let I, and I, be two lines parallel to 1. If I, I I, then (I,, i2) 2: 
W,(2)’ 2 31+2: Z,, and inside this group (19(/r), f3( I,)) is abelian. If 
I, c C,(lz) then the group (QZ,), 0(l,)) is clearly abelian. Hence I’ is an 
eiementary abelian 3-group. 
It remains to show that lines in [1] are invariant under V. But this can 
easily be checked within the groups (I,, I, ) 
(5.3) LEMMA. The members of A(l) induce reflections on V. 
Proof: Let a E A(Z). Then by the above lemma a’= I’, where I’ is the 
unique line in [I] that contains a. Therefore j [V, a] 1 = 3, and a induces a 
reflection on V. 
By Lemma 5.3 and Theorem 3.1 there is a unique H-invariant quadratic 
form Q on V which takes the value 1 E GF(3) on the nonzero elements of 
[V, a], for each aE A(Z). 
Let W be the radical of the form Q. Then as C is generated by a 
conjugacy class of reflections on V= [ V, C] we have that W = C,(C) 
is central in H = VC and C acts irreducibly on V/W. Furthermore 
C,.(d) d W. 
Let e E D - A(l). Then we define 
A(e)= IfeD-A(l) 1 C,(ejnD=C,(f)nD) 
and 
Thus A is a partition of D - A(l). Since H is transitive of rank at most 
4 on D - A(Z), it is also transitive on A and of rank at most 4. Indeed if, 
for some e E D-A(l), we have IA(e)1 > 2, then H has rank at most 3 on A. 
(5.4) LEMMA, A and V/W are isomorphic H-spaces. 
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ProoJ: It follows from Lemma 5.1 that V is transitive on /2. As I/ is 
normal and abelian, it suffices to show that W is the kernel of the action 
of V on A. Let WE W<Z(H) and LED-d(l). Then C,(e)nD= 
(C,(e) nD)“‘= CJe”‘) nD; so eWE n(e), and w is in the kernel of the 
action of V on A. Indeed because C is irreducible on V/W, W equals the 
kernel. 
(5.5) LEMMA. IA(e)/ = 1; W=O; and C= C,(d) is transitive on the 
vectors v in V with Q(v) = 1. 
Prooj By the above C,(d) has at most four orbits on V/W and if 
In(e)1 > 1 at most 3. As C,(d) d CW, the C-orbits are the same as the 
C,(d)-orbits. But C leaves invariant each of these sets {IV} and 
{vwl u$ W Q(u)= i], for i= - 1, 0, 1, each of which is nonempty. Thus 
In(e)1 = 1 and C is transitive on these sets. Furthermore, since W is the 
kernel of the action of V on /i, we also find W= 0. 
By Lemma 5.5 the group C induces +S2( V, Q) on V. Furthermore if 
z E C,(V) then, for each a E C n D, we know that z fixes the center of the 
reflection induced by a on V and thus z fixes n. But then C,(z) 2 
(V,C,d)=(D)=Gandz~Z(G)=(l}.Hencewehaveproven: 
(5.6) THEOREM. The group H= (d(l)) is isomorphic to the split exten- 
sion of V by +l2( V, Q) for some nondegenerate GF(3) quadratic space 
(V, Q). For euch de D-A(Z) the group C <A(L,j(d) is a complement to V, 
dzyfererz t complements for dijjferen t d. 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
In this section we complete the proof of Theorem 1. Let G be a group 
satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 1. Consider the Fischer space (D, 9) 
of G, and fix a line ZE 2. It follows from Theorem 5.6 that (d(l)) is 
isomorphic to the split extension of V by +sZ( I’, Q), for some non- 
degenerate GF(3) quadratic space ( V, Q); and we identify (d(Z)) with this 
group. Furthermore by (5.4) and (5.5) we have that V and D--d(l) 
are isomorphic (d(Z) )-spaces. Let an isomorphism between these two 
(d(Z))-spaces be given by 4: VH D-A(Z). Set d=d(O), where 0 denotes 
the identity in V. Let rs denote the orthogonal reflection in +52( I’, Q) = 
C(d) n (d(l)) that has center (x) E V, where Q(X) = 1. 
For each line I’ parallel to Z, the elements of order 3 in @(l’) are vectors 
in V on which Q takes the value 1 E GF(3). Also d(x) = d” E 8,(d), for every 
x E 8(/‘) - (11. So O,(d) = {&x) 1 x E V with Q(x) = 1 }, and d, d”, (t-J- 
are the three points of the line through d and d”. 
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Now suppose II is a plane in d(Z). Then (0(/l) ) I’EE and 1’ I/ I) is a 
2-space of I/ containing six vectors on which Q takes the value 1. Hence, 
Q takes the value 0 on the remaining 3 vectors in this degenerate 2-space. 
Let x be a nonzero vector of (0(r’) 1 1’ l n and I’ 11 I) with Q(X) =O. 
Then P and d”-’ are the points of the line on d in (II, 9) that is in the 
plane on d containing d’ n rc. This line does not meet d(f). Hence we see 
that Cl(d) = {d(x) ( XE V- (0) with Q(x)=O>, and thus we have 
C;(d)= (4(x) I SE V with Q(X)= -1 }. The points in 4(d) are not 
collinear with d. 
This shows us that the isomorphism type of (D, 9) is completely 
determined by the isomorphism type of d(I). 
Now let I’, = I’@ IV’ be an extension of V by a 2-dimensional 
GF(3)-space W= (v,, ~1~) and let Q, be a quadratic form on V, such that 
Qo(c + w) = Q(U) + Qo(w), for all L’ E V and 11‘ E w. 
Then ( VO, Q,) is a nondegenerate quadratic space and the reflections in 
+S2( V,,, Q,) form a 3-transposition class D, with associated Fischer space 
(Do, %I. 
Let d be a point of the line I. If (0) is the center of the reflection yri on 
V, let s,, be the reflection in +S2(V,,, QO) with reflection center (r) c VO. 
The Fischer space subspaces d(Z) and d((s,, SE))= (I’ I (‘~9~ and 
parallel to (s,, S; ) } are isomorphic. By the above (D, 9) and (D,, &) are 
isomorphic; hence G is isomorphic to a central quotient of +SZ( V,, YO), 
proving the theorem. 
7. ORTHOGONAL GROUPS OVER GF(3) 
Let (I’, Q) be an orthogonal space over GF(3) of dimension n at least 5. 
As mentioned in the introduction, we denote by 0( V, (2) the full isometry 
group of (I’, Q). 
For the moment we only consider finite dimensional spaces I’ and non- 
degenerate forms Q. Up to equivalence there are exactly two choices for the 
form Q on V. The two types are distinguished by their discriminant 6 = + 1 
or, in even dimension 2n, by their sign E = i 1, where E = + 1 if Q has Witt 
index ~2 and E = - 1 if Q has Witt index IZ - 1. (We abbreviate this to 6 = + 
and E = 5.) In odd dimension both forms have the same Witt index, and 
the sign is often not defined. Following Weiss [IX] we extend the detin$n 
to all n by choosing E so that we always have the equality 6~ = (- l)( 2 ). 
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(This differs from Aschbacher’s convention [l] that in odd dimension 
E = 8.) In place of 0( V, Q) we write 60i(3j. Given 12, each of the two signs 
6 and E determines the other uniquely; so we will sometimes drop one of 
them from the notation and, for instance, write O:(3) instead of &O:(3). 
(7.1) PROPOSITION. Let @i(3) be the derioed subgroup of &O:,(3), n > 5. 
Then 6f2E(3) is quasisimple, and the quotient bOfz(3)/6.Qf,(3) is isomorphic to 
Z, x Z,. The scalar - 1 belongs to ,sZz( 3) if and only ifn is even and S = + . 
In all other cases &Q:(3) is simple. 
ProoJ: See [l, Chap. 7 (in particular Es. 7.6) and (43.11); 7, II, 
Sects. 8, 91. 
The four cosets of &Q;(3) in ,0”,(3) are the two contained in sSO:z(3) 
and the two represented by reflections of type 1~ for 1’ = f. In general the 
group “sZ( v, Q) will be the subgroup of 0( I’, Q j generated by the reflec- 
tions of type y. For finite n we are then left with the reflection generated 
groups $52:,(3). These are the groups which appear in the statement of 
Theorem 2 (with the redundant 6 deleted). The appropiate central quotient 
is ; P12fz( 3). 
Clearly there is always an isomorphism of 0( I’, Qj and 0( I’, -Q) which 
switches reflections of +-type and --type. This provides us with canonical 
isomorphisms iQ:,J3) N -ia”,,(3) and ~52E2m+1(3 j ‘v ::9;2+ ,(3). In par- 
ticular this allows us to choose and fix the sign parameter 1’ without loss of 
generality. We do this by always considering the class of reflections of 
+-type. This is the same choice made in [ 16-201. 
(Before proceeding let us resolve our notation with that of others who 
have examine these groups. Fischer’s group Ok’,A(~z, 3) is our “PClz(3) for 
even n and is ,“PQ,(3) for odd n. Virotte-Ducharme and Zara’s group 
G’(Iz, 3) is our ‘, Q,(3), and their @(n, 3) is our ~: PQ,,(3). Our parameters 
are the same as those of Weiss. j 
We have restricted our attention to spaces of dimension at least 5, 
because in dimension 4 the groups +sZ( I’, Q) are of sympletic type rather 
than orthogonal (see[9] ). Indeed in dimension 5 only one of the two 
groups +Q( I’, Q) is of orthogonal type, the group +52;(3) N Z2 x U,(2). 
In the other case we have +SZ,f(3) z O;(2) of sympletic type. (Again, 
see [9].) 
Note that by (7.1) the quasisimple group 6QE(3) is also the derived 
subgroup of YsZ( I’, Q). 
Now suppose that I’ has infinite dimension. Let ‘n( I’, Q) be the 
subgroup of 0( I’, Q) generated by all reflections. This group is a proper 
subgroup of 0( V, Q), because every element g of ‘52( V, Q), being a finite 
product of reflections, has V( g - 1) of finite dimension. Such a linear trans- 
formation of V is called finitar~~. As every finite dimensional orthogonal 
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group Of1(3), IZ b 5, is generated by its reflections (by (7.1)), the group 
‘a( V, Q) is in fact the full group of Iinitary isometries of (V, Q). This 
group is locally finite as every calculation can be done inside O( FV, Q\ a,)? 
for an appropriate finite dimensional subspace W of V. 
(7.2) PROPOSITION. For infinite dimensional V, let C?( V, Q) be the 
derived subgroup of ‘l2( V, Q). TI zen 52( V, Q) is simple, and the quotient 
*l2( V, Q )/&?( V, Q) is isomorphic to Z2 x Z,. 
ProojY This follows immediately from (7.1) and the above remarks. 
Note that scalar multiplication by - 1 is not a finitary linear transforma- 
tion on infinite dimensional V. 
Again the simple group sZ( V, Q) is the derived group of the 
3-transposition group j’sZ(V, Q). In infinite dimensions we have also 
the isomorphism of O( V, Qj and O( V, -Q) switching ‘C2( V, Q) and 
-fi( V, Q); so we may confine our attention to ‘a( V, Q) without loss of 
generality. 
We have already observed that the reflection class (ru 1 Q(o) = y> of 
type 7 is a conjugacy class of 3-transpositions of orthogonal type in 
O( V, Q). Note that the negative reflections of type y, C-Y, 1 Q(P) = y >9 
also give examples of conjugacy classes in Q( V, Q) composed of 
3-transpositions of orthogonal type. 
(7.3) PROPOSITION. Let G 2 *a( V, Q), Q nondagenerate on the 
GF(3)-space V of dimension at least 5. 
(1) If dim(V) is finite, then G contains four noncentral conjugac?? 
classes of 3-transpositions of orthogonal type, the two reflection classes and 
the two negative rejlection classes. 
(2) If dim(V) is infinite, then G contains two conjugacy classes sf 
3-transpositions of orthogonal type, the two reflection classes. 
(3 j The section ‘a( V, Q) of G has more than one generating class of 
3-transpositions of orthogonal type if and only> if V has finite even dimension 
2n and the discriminant 6 = -. In that case the generating classes are the 
images of the reflections of i--type and the negative reflections of --type. 
If V has finite odd dimension, then the images qf the negative reflections of 
--type generate the proper simple subgroup Pl2( V, Q) of + PsZ( V, Q). 
ProoJ Let T be a noncentral class of 3-transpositions of orthogonal 
type in G and consider H= (T>. Note that H contains the quasisimple 
normal subgroup !S( V, Q). In particular T= tH, for t E T. 
(1) By Theorem 1, H is (up to a center) isomorphic to +SZ( F, o), for 
some nondegenerate space ( r, 0). Here dim( P) ‘2 5 as H has a normal 
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subgroup isomorpic to n( V, Q). The cases dim(V) = 5 and dim ( p) = 5 
are handled by inspection [3], so we may assume that dim(V) 26 and 
dim( 8) > 6. The centralizer of t in H is (t) x +52( q, Ql m), where 
@‘I= C,(t) of dimension at least 5. In particular (C,(t))’ is quasisimple. 
Remembering that H has 52( V, Q) as a normal subgroup of index dividing 
4, we see that in its action on V the involution t has one eigenvalue of 
multiplicity at most 2 and the other of multiplicity at least dim( V) - 2. 
(The subspaces [V, t] and CV(t) are both nondegenerate.) Consideration 
again of subgroups O( U, Ql cF), for V’> U of dimension 5, shows that t has 
an eigenvalue of multiplicity 1. That is, the involution t is either a reflection 
or a negative reflection. 
(2) Consider a nondegenerate t-invariant subspace U of dimension at 
least 5 on which t is not trivial but does have at least two eigenvalues 1. 
(Many such subspaces exist as G is linitary on V.) By (1 ), t is a reflection 
on U and so on all of V. 
(3) This is an easy consequence of ( I), (2) (7.1) and (7.2). 
(7.4) PROPOSITION. Let G be a group with trivial center such that G = G 
has the structure of(l), (2), or (3) of Theorem 2. Then G is generated by a 
unique class of 3-transpositions of orthogonal type, the preimages of the 
+-reflections qf G/B. 
ProoJ Write M for @ in G = G, and set G = G/M. 
As M is an elementary abelian 3-group, all involutions of G in the reflec- 
tion coset a= dM are conjugate under M. Thus the involutory reflection 
preimages do form a conjugacy class in G. By Proposition 3.2, this is a 
class of 3-transpositions in G. It is a generating class of orthogonal type as 
its image in G is. 
By (7.3) any generating class of orthogonal type 3-transpositions in G 
must induce a reflection class or negative reflection class of G in each 
irreducible factor V of M. It is possible to find two commuting negative 
reflections which invert a common l-space of V. Therefore there are two 
negative reflections with product of order 6. The 3-transposition class is 
therefore contained in the class of reflection preimages, as claimed. 
The rest of this section is devoted to the pursuit of those modules which 
may appear as sections of 6(G) in a 3-transposition group of orthogonal 
type. Throughout the remainder of the section H will be a 3-transposition 
group of orthogonal type generated by the conjugacy class T of 
3-transpositions. We further assume that 8(H) = 1. Choose t E T, and put 
C= C,(t). Set P= (Tn C- (t}) = (II,). 
(7.5) LEMMA. The group H is a central quotient of +l2;(3) (n= 5), 
Z,. +0,(3) (n=6), Z3. +f2:(3) (n=7), or +SZ( V, Q), where Q is non- 
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degenerate on V, a GF(3)-space of dimension n at least 6 (but possibly 
infinite). T is the corresponding rejlection class of +-type. (In the first three 
cases we shall also denote the natural module GF(3)” by V.) 
Proof: By Theorem 1 and (4.2) the group H is a central extension of 
+P!2( V, Q) with Q nondegenerate on the GF(3)-space V of dimension at 
least 5. If the dimension of V is equal to 5, then H is a central extension 
of fP!2;2,(3). 
First consider the case in which H and V are finite. By [ll] the 
Schur cover of the finite simple group Ps?“,(3) equals the spin group 
Zz. C?:(3) except for (n, E) = (6, - ), (7, k ), where the covering groups 
are, respectively: (Z2 x 2, x Z,) .52;(3) = (Z, x Z, x Z,). K!;(3) and 
(Zz x Z,) .0;(3). When reflections of +-type are added in we are left with 
central extensions Z, . +S2”,(3) in the generic cases, Z, (Z, . ‘n;(3)) and 
Z,. (Z, . C?T (3)) in the exceptional cases. (See [3]. The number and type 
of exceptional cases get smaller as certain 3-parts of multipliers are inverted 
by the reflections.) 
Reflection subgroups of type fV(A,lP 1) IX Sync,, in the orthogonal group 
lift to subgroups Z, . SJVH,, in the spin group. As this group is not a 
3-transposition group, H can not lift into the spin group. This proves the 
lemma for finite H. The conclusion is that except for dimensions 6 and 7, 
the only nontrivial central element which can occur is scalar multiplication 
by minus the identity. 
For finite dimensional V, minus the identity is not in +sZ( C’, Q) as its 
commutator has infinite dimension. Thus any central subgroup is in the 
derived group of H. But any commutator is a product of a finite number 
of generators, that is, reflections, and so must already be in a finitely 
generated subgroup. As ‘CI( V, Q) . IS a locally finite group, the first part of 
our argument shows that such a central element must be trivial. 
(7.6) PROPOSITION. If H= +C?;(3) or Z,.R;(3) then C/P is Z,, and 
otherwise C = (t > x P. The subgroup P is transitive on A I = T - ( T r\ C). For 
SE T nith lstl = 3, we have H= (D,, 0,). 
Proof. The centralizer of (t) in H is (t) x ‘a( W, Ql w), where 
W = C,(t). This centralizer is transitive on .4, by Witt’s Lemma. 
By (7.1) and (7.2), except for H2: +Q;(3), Z,. ‘Q;(3), we have 
C,(t) = (t) x (0,); and the first two sentences are immediate. They 
are easy to check in the two exceptional cases as well. Then (D,, D,) is 
transitive on T, so H= (T) = (D,, 0,). 
(7.7) PROPOSITION. Let Y be a subset of T with the following properties: 
(1) Y contains a subset Y, of size 5 which generates a subgroup 
‘a,(3). (Such sets exist in T. See, for instance, (A.l).) 
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(2) The diagram of Y is connected. 
(3) The set ofcentersfor Y, B = {[V, y] 1 y E Yj, spans V. 
Then Y generates H. 
ProoJ This can be proved directly, but we instead derive it from 
Theorem 1. Let K= (Y). By (2), K is generated by a conjugacy class of 
3-transpositions and by (l), 9% is nonempty. If we can prove that 
8(K) = 1, then the result will follow from Theorem 1 and (4.2). 
Suppose there are reflections s, t of K with set in K. Let W be the 2-space 
of I’ spanned by the centers of s and t. Then the unique singular l-space 
of W will be stabilized by all the reflections of K, and so by K. But by (3) 
the group K is irreducible on nondegenerate V, a contradiction which 
proves the result. 
(7.8) LEMMA. Let X be a GF(3)HmoduIe satisfying [X, t, P] = 1. If U 
is a C-submodule of X with [U, P] = 1, then 1 [(U”), t] 1 < 1 UJ. 
ProoJ: Fix a g E H such that [t, tg] # 1. We claim that 
II( tl= tug, tl, 
from which the result follows as [ Ug, t] = Ug(t - 1). Containment in one 
direction is clear. 
Let h E H. First suppose that [t, t’] = 1. Then 
[u”,t]=[uJ-q~<[U,P]~=l; 
so certainly [U”, t] < [U”, t] in this case. 
Next suppose that [t, th] # 1. By (7.6) there is a p E P such that 
(th)p=tg. Here hp=cg with c=(lz~)g~‘~C. Then 
[CP, t] = [U”, t]P= [U”P, rq = [UQ, t] = rug, t]. 
Thus in all cases we have [ Uh, t] < [U”, t], giving the claim and the 
lemma. 
(7.9) THEOREM. Let X be ~7 GF(3)II-module satisfying [X, t, P] = 1. If 
H is not isomorphic to +Q;(3) or Z,. +Q;(3), then [X, HI/C,(H) is a 
direct sum of copies of the natural module V = GF(3)“. In particular H 
induces +QE(3) on A’ with t acting as a rejIection in each nontrivial 
irreducible factor. 
ProoJ: Without loss of generatity, X= [X, HI/C,(H). Assume that H 
is neither ‘Q;(3) nor Z,. +!2,(3). By (7.6) we have C= (t) x P. 
Therefore [X, t] is a direct sum of l-dimensional C-modules with t 
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acting as inversion and P acting trivially. Let U be a I-dimensional 
C-submodule of [IX, r]. Then by (7.8) the submodule R’= [IV, H] = 
( UH> is a reflection module for H. As by assumption C,(H) = 0, W is 
irreducible. 
The module W is a quotient of the induced module UT?. Indeed W is 
a quotient of I@= UtF/( [UT;, t, PIH). Likewise the natural module 
I/= GF(3)” is an irreducible quotient of & 
The module Ip itself satisfies the hypotheses of (7.8); so it also is a reflec- 
tion module for H. As such it has a unique nontrivial quotient. This 
quotient must then be isomorphic to both W and V. That is, CY and V are 
isomorphic. As W was a cyclic H-submodule generated by an arbitrary eie- 
ment of [X, r], then theorem follows. 
(7.10) THEOREM. Let X be u GF(3)Hmodule with [X, t, P] = I. If H is 
isomorphic to ‘Q;(3) or 2,. +52,(3), then every irreducible H-fuctur in 
[X, II] is a natural H-module V= GF(3)’ or GF(3)6, respectively, on which 
t acts as a rejlection. 
Proof We first assume that X is nontrivial and irreducible. Here 
C/P 2 Z,, so [X, t] need not be completely reducible for C. Nevertheless, 
any C-indecomposable in [X, t] contains a l-dimensional submodule U on 
which P.@(C) acts trivially. But now, as before, the GF(3)H-reflection 
module @-ii= UT,“/{ [UT:, t, P]n) has both X and V as irreducible 
quotients; and so they are isomorphic. 
If it is possible for [X, H] to contain trivial irreducible sections, then it 
must be possible when X= [X, H] and X/C,(H) is an irreducible natural 
module of dimension n = 5, 6, respectively. As before, t acts as a reflection 
on X. By (7.7) the group H is generated by n reflections, so the dimension 
of X is at most II. This forces C,(H) = 0, and the proof is complete. 
8. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
In this section we prove Theorem 2. Let G and D be as in that theorem. 
Let G= G/I(G). We assume (as we may by (2.1)) that Z(G) = 1. 
(8.1) LEMMA. Thegroup Gisacenrralquotient of’SZ;(3), Z,. ‘Q;(3), 
Z3 . +QT(3), or ‘!2( V, Q) with Q nondegenerate on V of GF(3)-dimension 
at least 6. (In each of the first three cases, let V also be the natural module 
GF(3)5, GF(3)6, respectively GF(3)7.) 
Prooj: This follows directly from (7.5). 
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(8.2) LEMMA. As Z(G) = 1, we have M= l?(G) an elementary> abelian 
3-group. 
ProoJ: By (7.6) we have G = ( D,, D,> whenever ~z .? E D with (de/ = 3. 
The result is then a consequence of Proposition 2.3. 
(8.3) LEMMA. rft? is not ‘Q;(3) or 2,. +Q; (3 ), then the module M is 
a direct sum of copies of the natural module V for G _N +Q( V, Q). In par- 
ticular, the case crr:Z,. +!2:(3) does not arise. If c is +QJ(~) 01 
Z, . +Q; (3), then every irreducible factor in M is a natural module GF(3)’ 
or GF(3)6, respectively, but M might not be completely reducible. Members 
of D act as reflections in each irreducible factor in M. 
ProoJ: If e # d commutes with d, then it commutes with all B(d); so for 
distinct commuting d, e E D we have [M, d, e] = 1 by (2.2)(2). The lemma 
is therefore almost immediate from (7.9) and (7.10). In particular, the 
center of Z3 . +QT(3) would centralize M and so be central in all G, 
against our assumption that Z(G) is trivial. 
(8.4) LEMMA. Assume that G is finite. The extension of M bv C splits 
except possibly when C is +52;(3) or +0;(3). 
Proof: The proof is by induction on the natural dimension n = dim(V). 
If we choose members of D which satisfy the relations of (A.i), (A.2), or 
(A.3) then they lift to subsets of D which satisfy the same relations. There- 
fore we have splitting in dimensions 5 and 6. (Actually +O,t(3) is the only 
difficult case here, since the other relevant groups all contain minus the 
identity acting as inversion on M.) 
Now assume that n B 7, G 2: +QfJ3), and that M is a direct sum of m 
copies of V. Assume additionally that (n, E) # (7, -), (8, -). The proof is 
accomplished in a series of steps. 
Step 1. Assume m = 1, and identify M with V. Choose a hyperbolic 
2-space of V generated by the singular vectors v, W. Let P = (D n C,(v)} 
and R = (D n C,( (v, ~7))). Then P has the form 
with the normal subgroup Pn M elementary abelian of shape 3. 3n--2, and 
R of the form 3”-2.+sZz-2(3). 
ProoJ: The subgroup P is contained in the preimage of C,(U) in G, a 
subgroup of shape (3.3”-‘.3).3”-2.f52~~_2(3), with center spanned by v 
and contained in O(P). If P does not have the form claimed, then P/O(P) 
has an element of order 3 in its center. Our assumptions together with 
(8.1 j and (8.3) show that this is not the case. Clearly R is contained in P, 
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and so is either as claimed or 3.3”-2. +Q”,-,(3). In the second case, 
v E R while 1~ $ R. But this can not happen as the full stabilizer of (u, IV> 
contains an element which switches the two singular vectors r and 1~. 
Step 2. Assume m = 1 as in Step 1. Then R splits over R n 54. 
Proof. This is true by induction except when (n, E) = (9, -), (10, -). 
In these two cases, let u be a nonsingular vector of (0, \r) such 
that C,(U) 2 sz ‘Q,:-,(3). Then R is contained in the subgroup 
(Sn D) 2: 3”-‘.+!2 ,‘_ i(3) which splits by induction again. 
Step 3. Assume m = 1 as in Step 1. Then 6(P)/Z(P) is a direct sum of 
two copies of the natural module GF(3)“-2 for P/6(P) = +R~~,(3). 
ProoJ This is a direct consequence of (8.3) and our assumptions. 
Step 4. Assume m = 1 as in Step 1. Then P splits over P n h4, and so 
G splits over M. 
ProoJ: By Step 2 we can choose L a complement to RAM in R, and 
by Step 3 we can choose U an L-invariant subgroup of B(P) with 
P= L.U.(Pn Al) and UnM= (v). 
Here U = 3.3”-‘, and we first claim U is abelian. Otherwise as L is 
irreducible on U/U n M, the commutator map gives rise to an invariant 
sympletic form on U/U n M. This space already has an invariant symmetric 
form, because it is a natural module for L. But an irreducible module can 
not admit two invariant bilinear forms which are not scalar multiples of 
each other. 
Thus U is abelian. The group L is generated by n - 2 members of D by 
(7.7), so L [ U, L] is the desired complement to P n M in P. The stabilizer 
of ~7 and its subgroup P contain Sylow 3-subgroups of G. So by Gaschiitz’ 
theorem [l, (10.4)] the extension splits. 
Step 5. G splits over M. 
ProoJ: Assume that tn 3 2, and let N be a submodule of M which is 
isomorphic to GF(3)“. By induction on m, G/N is the split extension of 
M/N by a subgroup H/N rr +Q”,(3 j. But then the case nz = I applies to the 
preimage H in G to produce a complement to N in H hence to A4 in G, 
as required. 
(8.5) LEMMA. Assume that G is infinite. The extension qf M by G splits 
except possibly when G is +Q;(3) or +52;(3). 
Proof. Following Proposition 7.7 choose a basis .g of I’ such that G is 
generated by the reflections of +-type with centers from B. Lift these 
reflections of G to a set Y= (rb 1 bE%?} in D, and set H= (Y). We claim 
that H is a complement to M in G. 
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Assume that H is not a complement to A4 in G. By construction it is a 
supplement to M in G, so there is a normal subgroup of G contained in H 
and A4 which is isomorphic to I’ as a G-module. By passing to a suitable 
quotient we may assume that H= G and V= M. But then there is a finite 
subset Z of Y such that, for some e E Z, the entire coset e[ I’, e] = ee is in 
D n (Z). Using (7.7), we may enlarge (if necessary) Z by a finite number 
of members of D to guarantee that Z of size iz 3 9 satisfies (2) N ‘Q:!(3). 
Then K= (Z) is an extension of GF(3)” by +QFz(3). By (8.4) this extension 
must be split. Indeed there are (at least) 3” distinct complements to 
N= Kn df in K. Consider the YI sets z[N, z] = z’, one for each i in 2. Note 
that z @ is the set of all involutions in the coset zN. 
Any complement J to N in K must meet each set ze in exactly one 
element of D and be generated by these IZ elements. Therefore there are 
exactly 3” complements; and any set of IZ elements, one from each z’, 
generates one of these complements. But Z itself is such a set and generates 
all K, not just a complement to N in K. The contradiction completes the 
proof that H is a complement to M in G. 
The lemmas of this section now prove the major part of Theorem 2. 
Uniqueness is provided by Proposition 7.4. 
A. APPENDIX: SOME PRESENTATIONS 
In this final section we give some presentations which have been used in 
the proofs of Theorems 1 and 2. All the presentations given are of 
3-transposition “type.” That is: a simply laced Coxeter diagram is given, 
and all the additional relations state that a product of two conjugates of 
the Coxeter generators has order dividing 2 or 3. 
We checked all these presentations using Leonard Soicher’s coset 
enumeration program elzum. 
(A. 1) PROPOSITION. The following relations on the generators a, b, c, d, 
and e give a presentation of zQ;(3) in terms of its reflection class of 
3-transpositions. 
-LL (b’d)3 = 1. a b d e 
ProoJ: This is attributed by Fischer [8,9] to Conway and McKay. See 
also [14, 16. 17, 191, 
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L.et the quadratic form Q on GF(3)’ be defined by 
Q(x) = x: +x~+.~:+x~ + x;. 
Consider the orthogonal reflections I’, whose centers are spanned by the 
following vectors ug : 
L’, = (1, 0, 0, 0, Oh 
ud= (0, - 1, 1, 1, l), 
0,. = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0). 
L’b = (l, l, l, 1, 01, 
11, = (0. 0, 0, 0, l), 
These reflections satisfy the relations of the proposition and generate the 
group ‘Q; (3). This shows us that ‘Q;(3) is a homomorphic image of the 
group presented by the above relations. 
Coset enumeration of the 80 cosets of the subgroup (a, 6, c, d) v 
33: Sync, (by (2.5)) shows that the group (a, b. c, d, e) has order at most 
that of +Qc(3), proving the proposition. 
(A.2) PROPOSITION. The following relations on the generators a, b, c, d, 
e, and f give a presentation of the group Z, . 1 Q6- (3) in terms of its 
3-transposition class of rejlection preimages. 
d 
(cde)3 = 1. 
. . u b < e ./ 
ProoJ This presentation was first given by Fischer [lo]. See also 
[3, 16, 17, 191. 
Let the quadratic form Q on GF(3)6 be defined by 
Q(x)= -(,Y:+3C~+X~+~~-tX:+~~). 
Consider the orthogonal reflections rg whose centers are spanned by the 
following vectors ug : 
0, = (1, LO, 0, 0, 01, Vb = (0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 01, 
L’,. = (0, 0, 1, 1, 0, O), u, = (0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 01, 
L’f=(o,Qo,o, 1, 11, vd=(l, -1, LO, -1, 1). 
These reflections satisfy the relations of the proposition and generate the 
group +Q;(3). This shows us that the group ‘Q;(3) is a homomorphic 
image of the group presented by the above relations. 
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Coset enumeration of the 756 = 3 x 2 x 126 cosets of (6, c, d, e, f) E 
+Q;(3) (by (A.l)) shows that the group (a, b, c, d, e, f) has order at most 
the order of Z3 . ‘Sz; (3 ). This group is a central extension of ‘Q; (3 j by 
an element of order 3. By (7.5) the preimages in this group of the above 
reflections satisfy the relations given in the proposition. This proves the 
proposition. 
(A.3) PROPOSITION. The following relations on the generators a, b, c, d, 
e, and f give a presentation of the group ? Q:(3) in terms of its reflection 
class of 3-transpositions. 
(b”d)3 = 1, 
(ey)‘= 1, s = (bed)‘. 
a b d e 
ProojI This is due to Virotte-Ducharme [16, 171. 
Let Q be the quadratic form on GF(3)6 defined by 
Q(x) = (xi -t x: + xi - xi - xf - x;,. 
Consider the orthogonal reflections rg whose centers are spanned by the 
vectors vg : 
v, = (1, 1, 0, 0, 0, oj, vb = to, l, 1, o, o, oj, 
vd= (0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0). v, = a07 0, 1, 0, O), 
vj-= (0, f&o, 0, 1, O), v,=(l, -1, -l,O,O, 1). 
These reflections satisfy the relations of the proposition and generate the 
group +52:(3). So the group ‘Q:(3) is a homomorphic image of the 
group presented in the proposition. 
Coset enumeration on the subgroup (a, b, c, d, e) 2 +Qy(3) (by (A.l)) 
counts 2 x 117 cosets. This proves that the order of the group presented by 
the relations above is equal to the order of +Q,f(3). Hence +S2,+(3) is 
isomorphic to (a, b, c, d, e, f) proving the proposition. 
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